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I’d just like to reiterate my thanks for last
week’s splendid event: to the judge for a
difficult job well done and to Eric on going
out as competition secretary with a bang!
We are always very grateful to the technical team for dealing with prints, AVs and
PDIs with aplomb as ever, and contending
very quickly and professionally with a
slight hiccup from the sound system. All
the team, Alan, Paul, Harry and Henry And it’s goodbye from him…. Handover and Outgoing
deserve a big shout out for their regular
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club. I gather the social team was still
hard at work in the kitchen during their
vote of thanks on the evening, so here’s
another hearty cheer for Anne, Jackie and
Val for their hard work on the night and to
all those who helped make such a successful evening to round off the season!
Creative Print winner: Into the Unknown by Janet Sprason

Do take a look at the leading prints and
PDIs on the website. Congratulations to
the award winners, some of whom you can
see on p2, thank you to all of you who
took part, and all the very best to our new
Chairman, Eric Williams CPAGB.
Stewart Bourne ARPS

Contemporary Group
A

reminder

that

there

is

NO

Contemporary Group meeting this week.
Details of the photowalk on 16th May are
in the events section in members’ area of
the website.
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Annual AV Competition -Andrew N Gagg Award-Martin Addison,: Best Colour Print-Jayne Winter-Horniblow Cup: Best Creative PDI-Bob Oakley-WCC Annual Award

Best Creative Print-Janet Sprason-Lycett Trophy:

Best Monochrome-Charles Ashton-Malcomson Pictorial Cup: Best Nature Print-Charles Ashton-Harold Stanley Cup.

Best PDI of Worcestershire-Alex Isaacs-Nickson Cup: Best Print of Worcestershire-Jayne Winter-AJ Woodley Cup: Colour Prints(Advanced) Jayne Winter-Duggan Plaque

Monochrome Prints-Jayne Winter-John Lewis Jug:

PDIs (Advanced)Alex Isaacs-Edwards Award:

Worker of the Year Challenge Trophy - Eric Williams

Awards
Unfortunately not all award-winning members were able to be with us on the night, but our archivist John Burrows DPAGB BPE2
captured these presentations made by guest judge Peter Clark FRPS, EFIAP/p, APSA, MPSA for posterity.
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Exhibitions
The Thorneloe Lodge Exhibition was changed on Wednesday 12th April.
Thank you to all those members who contributed pictures; Clive & Gill Haynes, Martin Addison, Paul & Jenny Mann, & Duncan Locke
Thanks also to Paul Minshull for his able assistance on the day. Our pictures add colour & interest to what are otherwise very uninspiring
waiting areas.
Pictured are Paul Minshull, Paul Mann & May Yoult who represents “Pictures for Health”.
Paul Mann

Seeking a hide?
Douglas Gregor says:My old hide was falling apart so I decided to
replace it and did quite a bit of research on
the web.

The best one I found did not

come up in my initial searches - eventually I
found this one.
It is a very considerable improvement on a
broadly similar one offered by Stealth Gear
and is currently on offer at a reduced price
of £149. (Limited time offer.)
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Members’ Images - Faded fighters
James Boardman-Woodend has been busy photographing some once powerful & menacing jets fighters, now now a poor state of decay.

Gloster Meteor T7

Head on

Jet Fighter - Hawker Hunter

Jet Fighter Cockpit

Smile on DeHavilland Vampire Jet
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Jets and Tress: Weeds in jet exhaust: Weeds & jets:
RAF; RAF roundel.
All images by James Boardman Woodend.
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Members’ Images - Scowles

Two pictures from Martin Addison FRPS, from a recent trip to the Forest of Dean, Scowles 2 & 3.
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Diary
RPS DIG Expo - book now!
Multi choice – on the day you can elect to
hear one of the high calibre speakers or
enjoy some practical sessions in the portrait
or flower studios. There are opportunities
for those considering RPS Distinctions to
have one-to-one sessions. A wide selection
of the trade will be there so there is chance
to talk and perhaps buy at special prices.
The ticket price is held to the same as two
years ago. There is even a special price for
anyone ordering 4 tickets at once = £100n
(£25 p.p.). So fill up a car with your club
mates and come along for a really good day
and a great learning opportunity.
Sony World Photography Awards & Martin
Parr - Bringing to London a complete
celebration of photography - showcasing a
variety of genres from Architecture, Daily
life, Documentary, Landscape, Portraiture,
Sports, Street Photography, Wildlife and
many more ... closes 7th May
Jurassic Kingdom in Birmingham 20 May 4 June
History through a Lens On until 9th May
Gloucester Tall Ships May 27-29
Booking now open for Asylum Steampunk

Competitions

Festival 25-28 August in Lincoln.
Timeline events & offers

APOY 2017 Street photography (on Photocrowd)

Thames barges 3rd June
Steampunk at the Gunpowder Mills TPOTY launches on 3rd May - polish up your travel shots!
shoot 24th June
TLE Club

Commercial
Take a look at the free trial of Affinity
photo-editing software,

currently v1.5.

Affinity is just £48.99 for Mac or Windows
(cross-platform). One-off payment, not

And finally… Deft definitions
3 more from Alan Hollis’s collection…
Holdall A container designed to carry all photographic accessories, whilst concealing the
fact that you forgot to pack the camera body.

subscription. More info here. Includes 360° Inverse Square Law That which decrees that, as soon as you have set-up your tripod in a
image editing,
public place, an idiot will stand in shot waving at the camera.
SNAPP destination photography guides

Optical Wedge Small piece of wood used for keeping the eyelids apart towards the end
of a long night in the darkroom.
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